We investigate and compare the performance of star-shaped 16-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (Star-16QAM) and square-shaped 16QAM (Square-16QAM) in the probabilistic shaping (PS) and uniform schemes with coherent detection. With the help of PS technology, the bit error ratio (BER) improvement achieved in the PS-Star-16QAM scheme is greater than that of the PS-Square-16QAM when compared with the uniform schemes in our numerical simulation and experiment. Therefore, the PS-Star-16QAM shows superiority over the PS-Square-16QAM in terms of the BER improvement.
Introduction
In recent years, to catch up with the exponentially increasing requirement of the data traffic in global Internet and communication networks, emerging technologies are urgent needed to provide higher data rate, increased spectral efficiency (SE), and longer transmission distance [1] . Probabilistic shaping (PS) has become a major focus as a promising technology to reach all these requires which can even enable improved sensitivity and reduce the nonlinear effects [2] - [10] . The application of PS in optical communication is able to operate the systems more approach to the Shannon limit thus outperforming conventional modulation formats [2] - [4] , [11] . With no increase in the complexity of the communication system, PS provides unparalleled flexibility to systems [9] . It is well known that the transmission power is actually constrained due to the nonlinearities. The PS technology is able to increase the SE without increasing the transmitted power. The idea of PS is to send signal points with a non-equally probability distribution. That is, the inner signal points carrying a lower energy are sent with higher probability than those outer points with higher energy, through which the average transmitted energy are reduced [5] . In this way, we can maintain the same quality by transmitting less energy and improve the signal quality at the receiver side. Therefore, PS is very promising in order to produce noticeable performance improvements in future fiber-optic communications. In terms of the shapes of constellation, 16-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (16QAM) can be classified into two groups, square-shaped 16QAM (Square-16QAM) and star-shaped 16QAM (Star-16QAM) [12] . However, to the best of our knowledge, the application of PS in Star-16QAM modulation systems is still an underexplored field until now. In this paper, we apply PS to the Star-16QAM modulation schemes to significantly improve the bit error ratio (BER) performance. We not only carry out the numerical simulation but also experimentally demonstrate the PS-Star-16QAM modulated signal generation system adopting homodyne coherent detection. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time to apply PS to Star-16QAM modulated systems. We measured and compared the BER performance of Square-16QAM and Star-16QAM schemes with or without PS. As a result, the BER improvement introduced by PS technology in Star-16QAM schemes is greater than that of the Square-16QAM schemes, which shows great significance to apply PS in Star-16QAM schemes. Both the simulation and experiment show good results proving that PS-Star-16QAM schemes can give significant BER improvement compared to Uniform-Star-16QAM scheme. Fig. 1 shows the probabilities of signal points in constellations for Uniform/PS-Square-16QAM and Uniform/PS-Star-16QAM, respectively. PS technology tactfully transmits lower-energy signal points near the origin more than higher-energy signal points far from the origin to reduce the average transmitted power [10] . In general, the input signal points are usually distributed with uniform probabilities such as Uniform-Square-16QAM shown in Fig. 1(a) and Uniform-Star-16QAM shown in Fig. 1(c) . However, for a PS scheme, the input signal points are transmitted with nonuniform probabilities as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) and (d). Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is used in the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel [13] . In the PS-Square-16QAM scheme, we employ the input alphabet X = {−3, −1, 1, 3}, and the probability of signal points x ∈ X is expressed as
Principle of Probabilistic Shaping
, which is called the probability mass function (PMF) of the input [10] , [14] , [15] . In the equation
, where the scalar k v is used to keep the summation of the probabilities to be one. Similarly, in the PS-Star-16QAM scheme, we employ the input alphabet {−2, −1, 1, 2}. The probabilities of the eight points near the origin are bigger than that of the eight points in the outer ring. Certainly, signal points in the same circle are transmitted with the same probability. In the following experiment, the bit rates are the same in different schemes. Different PS schemes with different values of v need different baud rates. It is well-known that the transmitted power has influence on the introduced nonlinear distortion, and therefore the PS scheme is more robust to noise or other impairments, which thus leads to the BER performance improvement. In other words, when the average power of the signal is fixed, PS is used to maximize the minimum Euclidean distance to get a higher noise tolerance and improve the quality of the signal. Fig. 2 shows the generation of PS driving signals including PRBS generation, 16QAM mapping, PS distributing and lowpass filtering.
Numerical Simulation
Numerical simulation is carried out through MATLAB programing. The different PS-Star-16QAM schemes and PS-Square-16QAM schemes are simulated and compared with the UniformStar/Square-16QAM schemes to analyze the BER performance improvement when PS is adopted. The curves of BER versus SNR are calculated in eight different cases as shown in Fig. 3: (1) 4 bits per symbol Uniform-Star-16QAM, (2) 3.6365 bits per symbol PS-Star-16QAM, (3) 3.33 bits improvement for both PS-Star-16QAM schemes and PS-Square-16QAM schemes. Furthermore, the BER improvement for PS-Star-16QAM schemes is more than 4.5 dB compared to Uniform-Star-16QAM scheme. While for PS-Square-16QAM schemes, the BER improvement is about 3.5 dB. The BER improvement introduced by PS technology in Star-16QAM schemes is greater than that of the Square-16QAM schemes which shows great superiority to apply PS in Star-16QAM schemes. The fewer bits per symbol carries, the better BER performance can be obtained. The constellations of the signal at 9 dB SNR in the four Star-16QAM situations are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 gives the eye diagrams of the four Star-16QAM situations. As we can see, with the help of PS, the eye diagrams are much clearer and more widely open compared with the Uniform-Star-16QAM scheme. The fewer bits per symbol carries, the better eye diagram can be acquired.
Experimental Setup
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6 . At the transmitter side, the CW lightwave generated by an ECL at 1551.99 nm with 15.5 dBm output power offers the optical input of the in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) modulator which is adopted to achieve electrical/optical (E/O) conversion. The 20 GBaud Uniform/PS-Star/Square-16QAM modulated signal is generated by MATLAB programing in the digital signal processing (DSP). Then one digital-to-analog converter (DAC) with sampling rate of 80 GSa/s and 3 dB bandwidth of 20 GHz gets I/Q inputs from the I/Q outputs of the DSP to generate Uniform/PS-Star/Square-16QAM electrical baseband signal which is used to drive the I/Q modulator. Uniform/PS-Star/Square-16QAM optical signal is generated at the output of the I/Q modulator. The I/Q modulator has one 3 dB bandwidth of 31 GHz and insertion loss of 6 dB. The generated optical 16QAM signal is then injected into a polarization multiplexer (PM) to accomplish polarization multiplexing to obtain a polarization-division-multiplexing (PDM)-16QAM optical baseband signal. The PM consists of one polarization maintaining optical coupler (PM-OC) to separate the signal into two parts, one tunable optical attenuator (ATT) to balance the power of two arms, one optical delay line (DL) in the other arm, and one polarization beam combiner (PBC) to combine the signals. Next, we use one variable optical attenuator (ATT) and one Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) to change the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) for BER measurement. Then, a tunable optical filter (TOF) with 75 GHz bandwidth is employed to suppress the upper sideband and optical central carrier as well as amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise. The reserved lower sideband which can be seen as a PDM-16QAM modulated optical baseband signal is sent to the polarization diversity 90 degree optical hybrid at the receiver side. To accomplish the homodyne coherent detection, a 1551.99 nm CW lightwave with 15.5 dBm output power is generated from one ECL which functions as the optical local oscillator (LO) and amplified by an EDFA to 19 dBm, offering the other input of the polarization diversity 90 degree optical hybrid. Through the polarization diversity 90 degree optical hybrid which consists of two polarization beam splitters (PBSs) and two 90 degree optical hybrids, the polarization diversity and phase diversity of the received optical signal and the LO are accomplished. Fig. 7 shows the captured X-polarization optical spectrum after polarization diversity. Next, four balanced photodiodes (BPDs) are employed at the outputs of the optical hybrid for balanced detection. Finally, we use a digital storage oscilloscope (OSC) with 160 GSa/s sampling rate and 65 GHz electrical bandwidth to implement the analog-to-digital conversion (ADC).
The offline DSP consists of down-conversion [16] - [18] , normalization, orthogonalization, chromatic dispersion (CD) compensation [19] , constant-modulus-algorithm (CMA) equalization [20] - [22] , cascaded multi-modulus algorithm (CMMA) equalization [23] - [25] , frequency offset estimation (FOE), carrier phase estimation (CPE), decision-directed least mean square (DD-LMS) algorithm, decision, 16 quadrature amplitude demodulation and BER counting. 
Experimental Results
The BER performance of 160 Gb/s PDM-16QAM signal at different situations is measured in Fig. 8 . The curves of BER versus the OSNR input into optical hybrid are measured in eight different cases: (1) 4 bits per symbol Uniform-Square-16QAM modulated, (2) 3.636 bits per symbol PS-Square-16QAM modulated, (3) 3.33 bits per symbol PS-Square-16QAM modulated, (4) 3.076 bits per symbol PS-Square-16QAM modulated, (5) 4 bits per symbol Uniform-Star-16QAM modulated, (6) 3.6365 bits per symbol PS-Star-16QAM modulated, (7) 3.33 bits per symbol PS-Star-16QAM modulated, (8) 3.0769 bits per symbol PS-Star-16QAM modulated. Here, the bit rates are the same by choosing different baud rates for different PS schemes. As shown in Fig. 8 , in the case of the same bit rate, PS-16QAM shows superiority over Uniform-16QAM in BER performance for both Square-16QAM modulated schemes and Star-16QAM modulated schemes. In the Star-16QAM modulated schemes, the fewer bits per symbol carries, the better BER performance will be got. What is more, with the use of PS technology, the BER of Star-16QAM modulated schemes can be improved by about 3 dB. While the BER improvement of Square-16QAM modulated schemes is only 1.5 dB by employing PS. Therefore, the performance improvement introduced by PS technology is more remarkable in Star-16QAM modulated schemes. This fully proves the great significance of applying PS in Star-16QAM modulated schemes. As can be seen from Fig. 8 , PS-Square-16QAM can achieve a better BER performance than PS-Star-16QAM. The reason is that, when the average power of the signal is fixed, the minimum Euclidean distance of the square-16QAM is larger than that of the star-16QAM which leads to a better white Gaussian noise resisting ability. Therefore the PS square-16QAM can achieve a better BER performance than PS star-16QAM. The recovered constellations of the 160 Gb/s Uniform/PS-Square-16QAM signal and the 160 Gb/s Uniform/PSStar-16QAM signal are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively.
Conclusion
We carried out the numerical simulation proving that PS-Star-16QAM schemes have significant BER improvement compared to Uniform-Star-16QAM scheme. Then in the experiment, we measured the curves of BER versus the OSNR input into optical hybrid for Square-16QAM and Star-16QAM schemes with or without PS. The BER performance of Square-16QAM and Star-16QAM is compared when employing PS. The BER improvement introduced by PS technology in Star-16QAM schemes is greater than that of the Square-16QAM schemes. Therefore, there is great significance to apply PS in Star-16QAM schemes.
